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24. Noun

25. Adjective

26. First Name Of A Person

27. Verb - Base Form

28. First Name Of A Person
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31. Noun
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37. Number
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sonic in gensokyo

sonic was just being the cool guy he is and running at the speed of Noun though station square. but all

of sudden eggman appears with a strange Noun . sonic seeing this desides to destroy the Noun

with out even wondering if it was for a good reason because eggman never does Adjective . but as sonic

is about to do the Adjective blow eggman says "no stop you'll activate the Event !" Sonic

knowing it could be a lie finished off the Noun , the chaos emeralds come out of the wreckage of the

Noun , coliding into eachother in mid air as a wierd energy was forming in the middle of them. Sonic

was curious so he Verb - Present ends in S up to grab the chaos emeralds but to no avail. A portal was forming

in the middle of the chaos emeralds. The portal Verb - Present ends in S eggman and sonic up, the portal

closing behind them. The portal had been closed but sonic and eggman were still going through the portal, the

Color slowly turning into a vortex of Color and Color Noun . As they were

traveling through the portal they could see through the Noun a short man with glasses holding a trumpet

singing something about a Noun . When the 2 were spit out they were outside of an old building. On the

porch of the building, there was an odd woman with Color hair, Color blouse and a

Color long skirt. "Oh hello" the woman said to the 2. "A Adjective human and a

Adjective animal. Thats something you dont see every day. Well actually that is but not together." the

woman continued. Eggman looks at sonic. "I guess he is kind of Adjective ." Eggman says to sonic. "Hey

you're no Adjective Noun yourself" sonic says back to Eggman. The woman would look at them

and sighed. "Geez you are like a Adjective couple. But in all seriousness allow me to introduce myself. I

am



Hakurei Reimu but most call me First Name of a Person ." she said with a Verb - Base Form . Sonic would

look at her with slight surprise. "Im First Name of a Person . First Name of a Person the Animal .

This fat man here is Egghead. Some call him Baldy, Fatty, Robuttnic, and what was it eggman i think." eggman

gets all red and yells "MY NAME IS THE GREAT DR. EGGMAN YOU Noun Noun !" Sonic

would sigh and say "Whatever you say Egghead." Reimu would then get between them preventing a fight. "Well

then. Welcome to Location . This is a land of Magic. Everyone here is mostly magical. The only place

where you can't find magic is in the nearby Location known as Human Location ." as soon as

they heard that name they looked at eachother and run back for the portal. sonic makes it because he was very

fast but eggman was a different story. he jumps for it and misses it by 5 feet. Sonic would go back through the

portal. On his way back the short man was Verb - Present ends in ING with Number others to him that

was just Adjective .
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